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1. Introduction 
It is well-known 
ical description of 
that Poisson structures play a fundamental role in the mathemat- 
physical systems and, moreover, their importance has also been 
recognized in the study of completely integrable systems and in the Hamiltonian for- 
mulation of field theories. The study of Poisson structures has a long history which 
traces back to the pioneering work of Sophus Lie (cf. [24]). The geometrical approach 
to Poisson structures has led to the notion of Poisson manifold, which serves as the 
basic model for the state space of many physical systems. Poisson manifolds have been 
studied extensively in the literature (see e.g. [23,25,26,35], and references therein). 
Mainly due to the development of supersymmetry theories, one has witnessed dur- 
ing the last decade an increasing use of Poisson brackets with even and odd variables 
in the classical dynamics of particles and fields and in quantum field theories (see for 
instance [4,8,13,19,20]). The purpose of the present paper is to propose a geometrical 
framework for the study of graded (or super-) Poisson structures. This will be effec- 
tuated by translating some of the main features of ordinary Poisson manifolds to the 
category of real graded manifolds. Although graded manifolds, as defined for instance 
in [18], do not provide the most general type of supermanifold, they do provide a very 
natural setting for extending the classical notion of Poisson structure on a manifold. 
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In Sections 2 and 3 we will briefly review some of the basic aspects from the theory of 
ordinary Poisson manifolds and the theory of graded manifolds, respectively. In Section 
4 we introduce a notion of graded Poisson manifold (or Poisson supermanifold) and 
discuss some of its properties. Section 5 is devoted to a description and construction 
of some examples of Poisson supermanifolds. In particular, starting from a given Lie 
superalgebra g = go $ gr it is shown that the dual of its even part go can be equipped 
with the structure of a Poisson supermanifold, which yields an extension of the classical 
Lie-Poisson structure on the dual of a Lie algebra. Finally, in Section 6 we deal with 
Lie supergroups (in the sense of graded Lie groups). The structure of the cotangent 
supermanifold of a Lie supergroup is analysed and a Lie-Poisson reduction theorem 
for Lie supergroups is derived. This theorem is the analogue of the following well- 
known result from ordinary Lie group theory. Given a Lie group G, the dual g* of its 
Lie algebra can be identified with the homogeneous space T*G/G and, moreover, the 
projection map T*G - T*G/G induces a Poisson structure on T*G/G 2 g*, which 
precisely coincides with the canonical Lie-Poisson structure on g* (see e.g. [33]). 
Whereas the present paper is mainly intended as a general outline of ideas, a more 
detailed treatment will be given in a subsequent paper, in which we will also discuss 
other important aspects of Poisson supermanifolds, such as: the notion of projectability 
of super-Poisson structures, a Darboux-Weinstein theorem for Poisson supermanifolds, 
the Hamiltonian action of a Lie supergroup on a Poisson supermanifold and the concept 
of supermomentum map (cf. [7]). 
As far as terminology is concerned it should be pointed out that, although we will 
always be working in the category of graded manifolds, the prefixes “graded” (in the 
sense of Zz-graded) and “super” will be used interchangeably, without there being any 
risk of confusion. Furthermore, we will use the word “sheaf” in the sense of what is also 
sometimes called a “complete presheaf” (see e.g. [34]). Finally, without mentioning it 
always explicitly, we will confine ourselves throughout this paper to the case of real, 
finite dimensional smooth manifolds. 
2. Poisson manifolds 
A Poisson algebra is a linear space A (over R) with two algebra structures defined 
on it: an associative commutative algebra structure, with multiplication denoted by 
(a, b) -+ ab, and a Lie algebra structure, with multiplication denoted by (a, b) - 
{a, b}, and such that both structures are related through 
{a, bc} = {a, b}c + b{a, c} (24 
for all a, b, c E A. In particular, the multiplication {v, +}, called Poisson bracket, satisfies 
the axioms of a Lie algebra multiplication, i.e. {e, a} is R-bilinear and 
{a,bl = -@,a) 
{a, {b, c>) + {b, {c, a>1 + {c, {a,b]] = 6 
(skew-symmetry) 
(Jacobi identity). 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
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The compatibility relation (2.1) expresses that the Poisson bracket induces a derivation 
of the associative algebra structure and, taking into account the skew symmetry (2.2a), 
it is easily seen that it is in fact a derivation in both of its arguments. 
A Poisson structure on a differentiable manifold M is defined by a Poisson bracket 
multiplication on the space of smooth functions C”(M) such that, together with the 
ordinary multiplication of functions, C”(M) b ecomes a Poisson algebra. A differen- 
tiable manifold with a Poisson structure defined on it, is called a Poisson manifold. 
Note that Poisson structures are a special case of the local Lie algebra structures stud- 
ied by Kirillov [16]. For a detailed analysis of the structure and properties of Poisson 
manifolds see also e.g. [22,23,25,35,36]. W e will just briefly recall here a few general 
aspects. 
Given a Poisson manifold M, the Poisson bracket induces in a natural way a Poisson 
structure on each open subset U c M. It follows in particular that the sheaf of smooth 
functions on a Poisson manifold can be regarded as a sheaf of Poisson algebras. 
On a Poisson manifold A4 there exists a unique contravariant skew-symmetric 
a-tensor field II such that for any two functions f,g E C”(M) 
(2.3) 
II is called the Poisson tensor field of M. The Jacobi identity (2.2b) is equivalent to 
the condition 
where [-, -1 denotes the so-called Schouten bracket of contravariant tensor fields (cf. 
[30,26]). In terms of local coordinates (x1, - -. , zn) with n = dimM, this condition 
yields the following system of first-order partial differential equations for the compo- 
nent functions II’j(z) of the Poisson tensor field: 
(2.5) 
Using (2.3), the local expression for the Poisson bracket of two functions f,g then 
reads 
{f,g} = IIij s$. 
and, in particular, {z’,zj} = IPi( 
A contravariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor field II, satisfying (2.4), is sometimes taken 
as definition of a Poisson structure on a manifold, in which case (2.3) is used to 
define the corresponding Poisson bracket (see [23]). In view of property (2.1) of a 
Poisson algebra, each smooth function f on a Poisson manifold M induces a derivation 
on C”(M) and, hence, a vector field which will be denoted by Xj and called the 
Hamiltonian vector field generated by f. More precisely we have Xi E X(M) with 
XAS) = {fd 
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for any g E C”(M). The assignment f - Xf yields a Lie algebra homomorphism 
from C”(M) to X(M), i.e. 
A function f is called a Cusimir function, or invariant, of the Poisson structure on it4 
if 
U,9)=6 
for each g E Cm(M), i.e. if f belongs to the center of the Lie algebra structure on 
Cm(M) defined by the Poisson bracket. 
The Poisson tensor field II on a Poisson manifold M induces a bundle homomor- 
phism 
ii:T*M---+TM, a E T,*M - ??(a) = II&, .) E T,M. 
The rank of the Poisson structure at a point 2 E M is then defined as the rank 
of the linear map E]T;M or, equivalently, as the rank of Il at z. If the rank of the 
Poisson structure is constant and moreover equal to the dimension of M (which is 
then necessarily even), then ii is a bundle isomorphism and M is a symplectic manifold 
with symplectic form w determined by w(X,Y) = II(ii-’ o X,%-l o Y) for any two 
vector fields X, Y. 
In general, however, the rank of a Poisson structure need not be constant and the 
image of % is therefore not necessarily a subbundle of TM. Yet, it can be shown 
that ii(T*M) is integrable in the following sense (see [IS]): each point z of a Poisson 
manifold M belongs to a unique maximal connected (immersed) submanifold S(Z) such 
that T$‘(z) = ii(T,*M) at each point y E S(z) and, moreover, S(Z) is symplectic with 
symplectic form induced by the Poisson structure on M. The submanifolds S(z) are 
called the symplectic leaves of the Poisson structure although it should be emphasized 
that, in general, they need not all have the same dimension. However, in case the 
Poisson structure has constant rank, then the image of Z determines an integrable 
distribution on M, in the sense of Frobenius, and the symplectic leaves now all have 
the same dimension and define a foliation of M (see also [23]). 
The following important result, due to A. Weinstein, gives further insight into the 
local structure of Poisson manifolds: in a neighbourhood of each of its points, a Poisson 
manifold is isomorphic to the product of a symplectic manifold and a Poisson manifold, 
the rank of which is zero at some point ([35]). 
Examples. The two standard examples of Poisson manifolds are the following: 
(i) A symplectic manifold (44,~) always carries a Poisson structure induced by the 
symplectic form according to {f, g} = u(Xf, X,), where for each function h E P’(M), 
Xh is the Hamiltonian vector field which is uniquely defined by i(Xh)w = -dh. 
(ii) The dual space g* of any (real, finite dimensional) Lie algebra g is equipped 
with a natural Poisson structure, called the Lie-Poisson structure, which is originally 
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due to Sophus Lie (cf. [24]; see also [15,17,31]). It is defined as follows. For any two 
smooth functions f,g on g*, put 
where, for each /J E g*, cZf(p) and dg(p) are regarded as elements of g (through the 
identification of g and g**), [s, -1 d enotes the Lie bracket on g and (. , ,) is the pairing 
between g and g*. 
Let El, . . . , En be a basis for g with [Ei, Ej] = cik,Ek and let 21,. . . ,x, denote the 
corresponding coordinate functions on g*, i.e. z; = (E;, e). We then have 
{X;,Xj} = C;kjXk. 
The components of the Poisson tensor field on g* are thus represented by the linear 
functions c~jx,. The Lie-Poisson structure is therefore an example of what is called a 
linear Poisson structure. Note, in particular, that the rank of this Poisson structure is 
zero at the origin of g*. 
Finally, it is interesting to recall that the symplectic leaves of the Lie-Poisson struc- 
ture on g* are precisely the orbits of the coadjoint action of a connected Lie group G 
whose Lie algebra is g. 
3. Graded manifolds 
In the mathematics and physics literature one can find various ways of introducing 
a notion of supermanifold. On the one hand, there is an algebraic approach which is 
mainly due to Berezin and Leites [5] and Kostant [18]. A supermanifold is thereby 
defined by extending the sheaf of Coo-functions on an ordinary differentiable manifold 
to a sheaf of Zz-graded commutative algebras (also called supercommutative superal- 
gebras), instead of extending the underlying manifold itself. Following Kostant, super- 
manifolds of this type are usually called graded manifolds. On the other hand, there 
are the more geometrical approaches to the subject according to which a supermani- 
fold is seen as a topological space that locally has the structure of a “superspace”, i.e. 
a space with points labelled by the even and odd elements of a Grassmann algebra. 
This construction then has to be complemented with a suitable notion of (super-) 
differentiability. We may refer here for instance to [9], [14] and [27]. For an interesting 
comparative review of these various approaches to supermanifolds, see also [2]. 
In this paper we will confine ourselves to the category of (real) graded manifolds as 
they provide a very natural setting for extending the notion of Poisson structure on 
manifolds. For completeness, and in order to establish some notations, we first briefly 
recall some notions about superalgebras and Lie superalgebras. For more details, see 
e.g. [21] and [29]. 
3.1. Superalgebras. Throughout this paper all linear spaces, modules and algebras 
will always be taken over the field R of real numbers. 
A superalgebra is a Zs-graded linear space A = Ao@AI with a bilinear map Ax A - 
A, (a, b) - ab, called multiplication, such that AoA; c A;, A;Ao c Ai (i = 0,l) and 
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AlAl c Ao. A nonzero element a is called homogeneous if it belongs either to the 
“even” part AC, or to the “odd” part A 1, and its degree will be denoted by ]a], i.e. 
]a] = i for a E A;\(O). 
Associativity on a superalgebra is defined in the usual way and, henceforth, it will 
always be tacitly assumed that an associative superalgebra A possesses a unit element 
lo, belonging to the even part Ao. 
A superalgebra is called supercommutative if for any two homogeneous elements a, b 
it holds that 
A Lie superalgebra is a superalgebra A, with multiplication usually denoted by [. , *I, 
such that for all homogeneous elements we have 
[a, b] = -( -l)l”“b’[b, u] 9 
i.e. A is superanticommutative, and 
(-l)lallcl[u, [b, c]] + (-l)‘b”“‘[b, [c, u]] + (-l>lc”bl[c, [a, 41 = 07 
i.e. the (super-) Jacobi identity holds. 
In the sequel, formulas and expressions involving elements of a graded linear space, 
in particular of a superalgebra, will often be written down for homogeneous elements 
only, without mentioning it always explicitly. The extension to the whole space can 
then be obtained by linearity. 
Let A = A,-, $ Al be an arbitrary Zz-graded linea,r space. The space of linear 
endomorphisms, End (A), admits a natural Zz-grading and becomes an associative 
superalgebra with respect to the composition of maps. As any associative superalgebra, 
End (A) can then also be given the structure of a Lie superalgebra with multiplication 
defined by the supercommutator. 
If A is a superalgebra, a homogeneous element D of End (A) is a derivation of A if 
D(ub) = (Du)b + (-l)lD”“‘u(ob) (3.1) 
for any a,6 E A with a homogeneous. It is called an even derivation if IDI = 0 and 
an odd derivation if IDI = 1. More generally, an element D of End (A) is said to be a 
derivation of A if both its homogeneous components satisfy (3.1). The graded linear 
space of all derivations of A, Der (A), b ecomes a Lie superalgebra with respect to the 
supercommutator 
[Or, 021 = Dr& - (-l)l~ll~~~lD,D1 (3.2) 
and, as such, it is a Lie subsuperalgebra of End (A). 
A map between two superalgebras is called a superulgebru homomorphism (resp. 
isomorphism) if it is a homomorphism (resp. isomorphism) of the underlying algebra 
structures and if it preserves the grading, i.e. as a linear map of Zz-graded linear spaces 
it is homogeneous of degree 0. 
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3.2. Graded manifolds. For a detailed study of graded manifolds we refer to [18]. 
A nice comprehensive summary of the theory can also be found in [2]. 
Let M be a differentiable (i.e. class C” , paracompact and Hausdorff) manifold 
and let C” denote its sheaf of smooth functions. For each open set U C M, C”(U) 
can always be regarded as an associative supercommutative superalgebra with trivial 
&grading (C”“( U))e = C”“(U), (C”“(U)), = (0). We also recall that the exterior 
algebra A(V) of any li near space V is an associative supercommutative superalgebra, 
with Zz-grading inherited from its natural Z-grading. 
A graded manifold can now be defined as follows (see [2, IS]): 
Definition. A (real) graded manifold, also called supermanifold, consists of a pair 
(M, A) where M is a differentiable manifold and A is a sheaf of associative supercom- 
mutative superalgebras on M, such that 
(i) there is a surjective mapping of sheaves E : A - C” (i.e. for each open U s M 
there is a surjective superalgebra homomorphism E]~_T : d(U) - C”“(U) and these 
homomorphisms are compatible with the restriction maps of the sheaves); 
(ii) A4 admits an open cover (Ua) and there is a (real) linear space V such that for 
each o there exists a superalgebra isomorphism r, : d(UQ) - C”(UO) @ A V. 
If dim A4 = m and dim V = n, then (m,n) is called the dimension of the graded 
manifold (M,d). From condition (i) in the above definition it follows that for each 
open subset U C M there is an exact sequence 
0 - N(U) - d(U) - P(U) - 0 
where N(U) d enotes the graded ideal of nilpotent elements of d(U). 
Elements of d(U) will b e cz$ed superfunctions on U and the image of f E A(U) 
under &(u will be denoted by f. Note in particular that, since d(U)1 c N(U), f = 0 
for any f E d(U)r. 
Condition (ii) in the definition of graded manifold implies that each point of M 
admits a neighbourhood U such that a superfunction f E d(U) can formally be 
represented by 
n 
f = fo t c faea t * *. t 
or=1 al<...<cYk 
(3.3) 
where the 0” (o = 1,. . . , n) form a basis of V, the coefficients fo, fa, . . . , fa, ,..., Lyk,. . . 
are elements of C”“(U) and multiplication of P’s is exterior multiplication. It can 
moreover be shown that the neighbourhood U can be chosen such that it is also a 
coordinate neighbourhood for the underlying manifold M. It is then called a super- 
coordinate neighbourhood (or -chart) of (M,d) and if zi (i = 1,. . . , m) denote the 
corresponding local coordinates on M, then (zi,P) are called supercoordinates on 
(M, A), defined on U. Any real graded manifold can thus be covered by supercoordi- 
nate neighbourhoods (cf. [IS]). A n important result concerning the structure of real 
graded manifolds is the following theorem due to Batchelor (see also [lo]): 
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Theorem (Batchelor [l]). F or any real graded manifold (M, d) there exists a vector 
bundle E - M such that A is isomorphic to the sheaf I’(*, /\ E) of sections of the 
exterior bundle A E - M. 
The bundle E, henceforth called the bundle structure of the graded manifold (M, d), 
is only determined up to isomorphism. It should be pointed out that a similar result 
is no longer valid when extending the notion of graded manifold to the holomorphic 
category (see e.g. [12,28]). 
As a result of Batchelor’s theorem, a superfunction on a graded manifold (M, A) 
can be regarded as a section of the exterior bundle of the associated bundle structure. 
The manifold M is sometimes called the body manifold of the (real) graded manifold. 
Let (M, d) be a graded manifold and let d(M)’ be the full linear dual of d(M) 
with ( -, -) denoting the pairing between both spaces. A key role in the theory of graded 
manifolds is played by the dual coalgebra of d(M), i.e. the subspace of d(M)’ defined 
by 
d(M)’ = {v E d(M)’ 1 v vanishes on an ideal of finite codimension}. 
It can be shown that d(M)’ has the structure of a graded cocommutative coalgebra 
with comultiplication 
A : d(M)’ - d(M)’ @ d(M)‘, v - Av, 
where Av( f @ g) = v( f g) for f, g E d(M), and counit 
1 : d(M)’ - R, u - l(v) = (u, lM>, 
where 1~ is the unit element of d(M), (cf. [IS]). For the theory of coalgebras see e.g. 
[32]). A nice description of the main aspects that are relevant to the theory of graded 
manifolds can also be found in [3]. 
An element v E d(M) ’ is called group-like (or also “point-like”) if Av = v @ v 
whence, v( fg) = v(f) v(g). It can be proved that M can be identified with the set of 
group-like elements of d(M)‘. 
A map, or morphism, u : (M, A) - (N, f?) of graded manifolds is defined to be 
a superalgebra homomorphism cr* : B(N) - d(M). Such a morphism induces a 
morphism of graded coalgebras u* : d(M)” -+ fS(N)O according to 
(a*(v), f > = (v, a*(f )> 
for v E d(M)O and f E B(N). In particular, u* maps group-like elements into group- 
like elements, i.e. a,]~ : M - N. 
If (M, d) and (N, a) are graded manifolds and T : d(M)’ - B(N)’ is a morphism 
of graded coalgebras, then r will be called smooth if there is a map ~7 : (M,d) - 
(N,a) such that r = u*. 
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3.3. Derivations on graded manifolds. Let (M,A) be a graded manifold of di- 
mension (m,n). For each U C M, U open, Der(d(U)) denotes the Lie superalgebra 
of all derivations of d(U) (cf. Subsection 3.1). Der (d(U)) is also a left d(U)-module. 
Elements of Der (d(U)) wi sometimes be called supervector fields. 11 
If X E Der (d(U)) 0, i.e. X is an even derivation, then X leaves invariant the graded 
ideal n/(U) of nilpotent elements and, hence, induces a derivation on C”“(U) which 
will be denoted by X. More explicitly we have 
with f E d(U) and I= &I&f). 
On a supercoordinate chart U, with supercoordinates 
following derivations: 
(xi,@“), one can define the 
& E Der(WJ))o with +Jzj) = a;, &(P) = 0, 
& 6 Der (A( with &(x9=0, -&(6+=6$ 
It can then be shown that Der (A( U)) is a free A( U)-module with generators d/ax’, 
a/aP and any X E Der (d(U)) can be written as 
with f;,gcu E d(U) (see [18]). 
3.4. Tangent bundle of a graded manifold. Given a graded manifold (M,d), 
a homogeneous element v of d(M) ’ is called a differentiation at x E A4 if for each 
f,g E d(M), with f homogeneous, it holds that 
v(fg) = v(f)+) + (-l>‘““f’&+(s). (3.4) 
More generally, a differentiation at x E M is any element of d(M)’ the homogeneous 
components of which satisfy (3.4). Th e set of all differentiations at x is a Zz-graded 
linear space T,(M, d), called the tangent space of the graded manifold at x E M. The 
even part of T,(M, -4) can be shown to be isomorphic to the tangent space of M at 
2, i.e. 
T,(M,d),, cz T&i’. 
The tangent bundle of (M,d) is defined as T(M,d) = Uzc~Tz(M,d) and has the 
structure of a smooth vector bundle over M. For more details we again refer to Kostant 
[181. 
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4. Graded Poisson manifolds 
As a preliminary step towards the introduction of a notion of Poisson supermani- 
folds, we first recall the definition of Poisson superalgebra (see e.g. [19]). 
A Poisson svpemlgebra is a Zz-graded linear space A = A0 $ Al with two algebra 
structures defined on it: an associative supercommutative superalgebra structure with 
multiplication A x A - A, (a, b) - ab, and a Lie superalgebra structure with 
multiplication A x A - A, (a, b) - {a, b}, and such that for any a, b,c E A, with a 
and b homogeneous, 
{a, bc} = {a, b}c + (-l)‘“‘~b’b{a,c}. (44 
The bracket {. , -} is again called a Poisson bracket, and it follows from (4.1) that for 
each a E A the map {a, .} : A --+ A, b - {a, b} is a derivation of the associative 
superalgebra structure on A. Moreover, if a E A happens to be homogeneous, then 
I@, .>I = lol. F or a study of graded Poisson algebras, see also the interesting paper by 
Braconnier [6]. 
Examples. (1) Each Poisson algebra (cf. Section 2) is a Poisson superalgebra with 
A1 = {0}, i.e. without odd elements. 
(2) Let V be a real linear space with a scalar product (. , .) defined on it. The exterior 
algebra A V then admits the structure of a Poisson superalgebra. The defining relations 
of the Poisson bracket are: (1,~) = 0, {z,y} = (z,y) and {z,yAz} = (z,y)z-(z,z)y, 
for all p E A V, 5, y,z E V, and where 1 is the unit element of AV. This Poisson 
bracket is induced by the Lie superalgebra structure on the Clifford algebra of V. For 
more details about this construction, see e.g. [19]. 
When thinking of the definition of Poisson structure on ordinary manifolds it now 
seems quite obvious how to extend this notion to the category of graded manifolds. 
Definition. A graded (or super-) Poisson structure on a graded manifold (M, A) is a 
map of sheaves { - , .} : A x A - A making A into a sheaf of Poisson superalgebras, 
i.e. 
(i) for each open subset U G M there is a map {. , a}~: d(U) x d(U) - d(U) 
defining a Poisson bracket on d(U) such that, together with its associative superalge- 
bra structure, d(U) becomes a Poisson superalgebra; 
(ii) the maps {. , -}u are compatible with the restriction maps of the sheaf d, i.e. 
for any two open subsets U, V G h4 with V E U and corresponding restriction map 
pv,v : d(U) - d(V) we have 
/XJ,v({f, SIU) = {PrJ,V(f), PV,V(S)]V 
for all f,g E d(U). 
The triple (M, d, {. , -}) is th en called a graded Poisson manifold, or Poisson su- 
permanifold. Alternatively, one can say that a Poisson supermanifold is a manifold 
M, equipped with a sheaf of Poisson superalgebras (A, {-, e}), such that (M,d) is a 
supermanifold. 
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Henceforth we will always simply write {. , e} instead of {. , .}u to denote the Poisson 
bracket on d(U), since there is clearly no risk of confusion. 
It may be appropriate at this point to recollect all the properties of the Poisson 
bracket on a Poisson supermanifold (M, A, {- , e}): on each d(U), with U c A4 open, 
{. , .} is R-bilinear, 
M,s>l = Ifl+ Id (mod% 
hI1 = -I-W’%, f), 
(-l)‘f”h’{_f, {g,h}} +(-l)‘g”f’{s,{U}} + (-l>‘h”g’{b f,s}} = 0, (4.2) 
h7~~ = U,dh t (-l)‘f”%7u,~~. (4.3) 
The second of these properties, concerning the degree, tells us that we are in fact 
dealing with what in the literature is sometimes called an “even” Poisson bracket. For 
a discussion of the notion of odd Poisson bracket, see e.g. [20]. 
As already mentioned before, property (4.3) of the Poisson bracket implies that 
each f E d(U) determines an element of Der (A( U)), namely {f, *} : d(U) - d(U), 
g - {f, g}. We henceforth put 
and call it the Hamiltonian supervectorjield generated by the superfunction f E d(U). 
It can be easily verified that the assignment 
d(U) - Der(d(U)), f - Xj 
yields a Lie superalgebra homomorphism, i.e. 
[%7 471 = X{f,s) 
with [. , -1 denoting the supercommutator on Der (d(U)) (cf. (3.2)). 
Let (Ml,&, {. , ‘11) and (&, d2, {a, .}2) b e t wo Poisson supermanifolds and u : 
(WA) - (M2, d2) a morphism of graded manifolds. Then, 0 is called a Poisson 
map if the corresponding homomorphism u* : dz(M2) - .A1 (Ml) is a homomorphism 
of Poisson superalgebras such that, in particular, 
o*(U, d2) = @*VI, a*(s)>1 
for d f,s E d2(M2). 
In full analogy with the case of ordinary Poisson manifolds one can show that a 
graded Poisson structure on a graded manifold determines a unique contravariant 
supertensor field of order 2. Without entering into a detailed discussion of the theory 
of contravariant supertensor fields, we just briefly describe here a few general aspects 
of it. 
For the theory of graded differential forms on a graded manifold (M, d) we refer to 
[18]. Recall, in particular, that on each open subset U G A4 the set of graded differen- 
tial forms 0( U, A) constitutes a bigraded commutative algebra over d(U). Moreover, 
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following Kostant, we regard the set @‘(U, -4) of graded p-forms on U as a right d(U)- 
module. (Note that, in the present context, the set of derivations Der (d(U)) is given 
the structure of a left d(U)-module). 
Let now A( U, d) = BpAP( U, -4) denote the bigraded commutative algebra over d(U) 
of skew-symmetric contravariant supertensor fields. Elements of A”( U, d) can thereby 
be regarded as d( U)-valued p-linear maps on 0’( U, d) that are skew-symmetric in 
the graded sense. In particular, for p = 2 and II E A2( U, A) we have 
I@, p) = (-l)‘+‘a”%I(p, o), 
II(of,P) = (-I)““%% @)I, 
with a,@ E n’(U,d), f E d(U). Each AP(U,d) is a Zz-graded linear space where 
p-+1, - - . , a,)1 = InI + f: Ia;1 (mod 2) 
i=l 
for homogeneous elements II, ou;. Moreover, it is easily seen that Ap( U, d) can be given 
the structure of a left d(U)-module with (jII)(or,. . .,ap) = fII(q,. . . ,ap). 
Consider now again a Poisson supermanifold (M,d, {. , -}). Let U 2 M be a su- 
percoordinate chart with supercoordinates (z’, ea). We then know that R1( U, -4) is a 
free right d(U)-module with generators dzi, de*. This allows us to define a unique 
contravariant supertensor field IIu E A2( U, d) such that 
IL+‘f, 47) = if, 91 
for f, g E d(U). S ince any open subset of M can be covered by supercoordinate charts 
one can prove, using the defining properties of a sheaf and of the graded Poisson 
structure, that the existence of such a supertensor field can be extendend to any open 
subset U of M. In particular, there exists a unique II E A2(M,d) for which 
I’$% 47) = If, s> 
for all f, g E d(M) and such that 
p~,v(IVf, dg)) = G(dpM,v(~), @M&g)) 
for any U C M open, with PM,IJ : d(M) - d(U) the corresponding restriction map. 
On A(M,d) one can define the graded analogue of the Schouten bracket which we 
also denote by [ , 1. Indeed, it can be easily seen that, for instance, Ouzilou’s axiomatic 
approach to the Schouten bracket on an exterior contravariant algebra can be extended 
to the case of a bigraded contravariant algebra (cf. [26]). A straightforward but tedious 
computation then reveals that the graded Jacobi identity, satisfied by the Poisson 
bracket on (M, d) is equivalent to the vanishing of the Schouten bracket of II, i.e. 
[II,II] = 0. For more details we refer to a forthcoming paper [7]. We will call II the 
Poisson supertensor field of the Poisson supermanifold (M, A, {+ , e}). From the above 
construction it follows that II is an even supertensor field, i.e. III] = 0. 
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Let U s M be a supercoordinate chart with supercoordinates (xi, e*). We then put 
l-Iij = II&Ar’,dzj) = {z$zj}, 
A4”a = l-I&I&de”) = {zi,f?a}, 
MQi = rIr#e*, dz’) = {e”, zi}, 
s*P = r~~(dea,d~P) = @yea). 
From the properties of the Poisson bracket it readily follows that 
fPj = -l-f”j E d(U),,, 
Mi” = -AI*’ E d(U)r , 
Sap = Spa E d(Q. 
The corresponding representations (3.3) of these superfunctions are: 
IP~ = II&) + C n~l,,2(2)ev~2 + . . ., 
al-Cal 
~4”” =C h$yzjeP t C d4jyp2,p3(5)e~le~2e~3 t . . . , 
P Pl@Z @3 
s*P = so*p(z) + C s:fa2(Z)eale~2 t . . -. 
ffl co2 
The graded Jacobi identity (4.2) produces a number of partial differential equations 
to be satisfied by the components IIij, I@“, Sffp of the Poisson supertensor field, 
which are in fact the local manifestation of the vanishing of the Schouten bracket 
of II and which are the analogue of the relations (2.5) for the components of an 
ordinary Poisson tensor field. These equations can be most easily found by applying 
the graded Jacobi identity to the supercoordinate functions zi, 8*. For example, from 
{xi, {zj, zk}} + cycl. = 0 we obtain 
( njm drljk ia anjk =+M -gG > -I- cycl. = 0, 
where cycl. denotes cyclic permutation of the fixed indices i, j, Ic. The other relations 
are obtained in a similar way from the identities 
jzi, j&, ey) t {d, {ey zi)) + {ey {xi, S)) = 0, 
@, {ea, epj) t (00, {ep , zijj - {ep, ixi, ey} = 0 
and 
{eff, {ep, eq} t {e@, {e?, ey) + {ey, {ey efl)) = 0. 
We now derive the expression for the Poisson bracket of two superfunctions on a 
supercoordinate neighbourhood U. Recall that for any f E d(U) we have 
df=~dk-j$~dF~, 
i=l a=1 
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with (m, n) the dimension of (M,d) (see [IS]). One then easily finds for f,g E d(U), 
with f homogeneous, using the summation convention, 
5. Examples of Poisson supermanifolds 
(i) Any ordinary Poisson manifold is obviously a Poisson supermanifold with its 
structure sheaf C” being a sheaf of Poisson algebras. 
(ii) A graded symplectic manifold (M, d,we) ( i.e. a graded manifold with an even, 
closed, nondegenerate a-form we defined on it) admits a natural super-Poisson struc- 
ture with 
{f,s> = ~o(df, d9) 
(cf. [IS]). 
(iii) Let (M,d) b e a graded manifold where M reduces to a single point p. Then 
d(M) EJ AV f or some linear space V. If V admits a scalar product (. , -) then we 
have already seen that A V is a Poisson superalgebra with Poisson bracket defined in 
terms of the scalar product. Hence, ({p}, A V, {- , a}) is a Poisson supermanifold and 
the canonical commutation relations are given by {ea, BP} = (ecu, @), where the fF’s 
form a basis of V. 
(iv) We can easily extend the construction from the previous example by using prod- 
ucts of Poisson supermanifolds. In general, the product of two Poisson super-manifolds 
(Mi, 4, {a , ->;>, i = L2, is the Poisson supermanifold (Ml x Mz, dl @ AZ, {- , -}) with 
the Poisson bracket defined by 
{h @ f2,91@ 921 = (-w2”g1’ (Ul79l)l 8 f292 + fl91 @ U2,92)2) 
for f;,g; E .4;(U;) (with Vi C Mi open). In particular, one can consider the 
of an ordinary Poisson supermanifold 
product 
(M, C”, {. , -}) and the Poisson supermanifold ({p}, A V, { - , -}) discussed in the pre- 
vious example. The result is a Poisson supermanifold with body manifold M and sheaf 
A, the sheaf of smooth maps from open sets in M to A V. In terms of local superco- 
ordinates (z”, da) the Poisson bracket on this product supermanifold reads 
{x’,xj} = I-F(x), {&ea} = 0, {ea,eflj = (ea,fP), 
where III”j are the component functions of the Poisson tensor field on M. 
(v) Let E - M be any (real) vector bundle with a nondegenerate bundle metric 
(- , -). We can then construct a Poisson supermanifold (M, &, {a , -}) with & = I’(* , A E), 
the sheaf of sections of the exterior bundle A E - M, and with Poisson bracket 
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induced via the Clifford bundle of E. In terms of any local supercoordinate system 
(zi,F) we have 
(“$2) = 0, {z’,ea} = 0, {P,eP} = (P,@). 
In case M itself is an ordinary Poisson manifold with Poisson tensor field II, we can, 
under additional conditions, define another super-Poisson structure on (M, &). 
Indeed, suppose the vector bundle E - M is flat, i.e. admits a flat linear con- 
nection V, and suppose moreover that the bundle metric (. , .) is parallel with respect 
to V. It is then straightforward to check that a super-Poisson structure is defined on 
(MA by 
where I’$ are the connection coefficients (Christoffel symbols) of the flat connection 
V, i.e. Vj0@ = r;p(z)ep. 
(vi) Cotangent supermanifolds. Let (M,d) b e any graded manifold of dimension 
(m,n). It has been shown by Kostant that one can always construct an associated 
graded manifold (T*M, T*d) of dimension (2m, 2n), which plays a role similar to the 
one of the cotangent bundle of an ordinary manifold (cf. [18]). If E - M is the bun- 
dle structure of (M,d), then the pull-back vector bundle n&(E $ E*) - T*M is the 
bundle structure of (T*M,T*d), w h ere 7rjv.f denotes the cotangent bundle projection 
T’M - M. Consequently, T*d % I’(. , A(n&(E@ E’))). On (T*M, T*d) there is de- 
fined a canonical graded symplectic form WM,d which in appropriate supercoordinates 
(#,pi, t$, t?) reads 
Henceforth we will call (T*M,T*d) the cotangent supermanifold associated with 
(M, A). 
In the particular case where the bundle structure E - M of (M,d) is a flat 
bundle it can be seen that the cotangent supermanifold (T*M,T*d) belongs to the 
category of Poisson supermanifolds treated in the previous example. The supercoor- 
dinates (#,p;, tq, t?) can then be chosen in such a way that the even coordinates 
(qi,p;) correspond to canonical coordinates on T’M and the odd coordinates ((7, /Cy) 
can be identified with a diagonal basis for the metric E $ E* induced by the canonical 
pairing between E and its dual E*. It can be verified that in that case the super- 
Poisson structure defined on (T*M,T*d) according to the prescription given in the 
previous example, precisely coincides with the super-Poisson structure determined by 
the graded symplectic form WM,d. 
It should be pointed out here that there is a clear distinction to be made between 
the cotangent supermanifold (T*M, T*d) on the one hand, and the cotangent bundle 
T*(M,d) of (M,d) on the other hand. T*(M,d), which can be defined as the dual 
bundle of the tangent bundle T(M,d) ( see Subsection 3.4) is a vector bundle over M. 
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If dim(M, d) = ( m, n), it can be shown that the cotangent bundle T*(M, d) can serve 
as the “body” manifold of a graded symplectic manifold of dimension (2m, n), but the 
graded symplectic form then depends on the choice of a metric on the bundle structure 
E of (M,d) (cf. [ll]). 
(vii) Lie-Poisson supermanifolds. Let g = g&g1 be a Lie superalgebra. Recall that the 
even part go constitutes an ordinary Lie algebra and let gg be its linear dual. Consider 
the trivial vector bundle gc x gl - gg and let us put, for notational convenience, 
P(. , /\(gt; x gl)) = r(/\ gl). Elements of r(/\gl) th us should be regarded as functions 
from gc into A gr. We now consider the graded manifold (g& I’(A gr)). 
Let (E;, Ea) be a linear basis of go $gr and let ck. 2 iJ, ,@, c $ denote the corresponding 
structure constants of g. One can then define a super-Poisson structure on (g& l?(A gr)) 
as follows: 
{X;,Xj} = CikjXk, {xiv%) = C&, 
b%,Ep) = C$xk, 
where the x; are the coordinate functions on gz with respect to the dual basis (0’) 
of (Ei), i.e. X; = (Ei, m). In analogy with the Lie-Poisson structure on the dual of a 
Lie algebra (cf. Section 2) we will talk here about the super-Lie-Poisson structure on 
(9*J'(Ad)- Th' t 1s erminology will be further justified by the result described in the 
next Section where we will see that the Lie-Poisson supermanifold (g& l?(//ggl)) can 
be identified with the homogeneous supermanifold (T*G, T*d)/(G, A), obtained from 
the reduction of the cotangent supermanifold associated with some graded Lie group 
(G, A). This is in fact the analogue of a well-known property from ordinary Lie group 
theory according to which the dual of the Lie algebra of a Lie group G can be identified 
with the quotient space T*G/G under the lifted Hamiltonian action of G on T*G. The 
Lie-Poisson structure then precisely coincides with the induced Poisson structure on 
T*G/G (see e.g. [33]). 
6. Cotangent Lie supergroups 
We first briefly recall here that a graded Hopf algebra is a graded linear space H with 
both a graded coalgebra structure and a graded (associative) algebra structure defined 
on it, such that the comultiplication A : H - H @ H and counit 1 : H - R are 
morphisms of graded algebras. Equivalently, the algebra multiplication H @ H - H 
and unit 1~ : R - H are morphisms of graded coalgebras. Let us put for any 
h E H, A(h) = C;h:@h;. A n antipode on a graded Hopf algebra is an even linear 
map S E End (H) ,-, such that for each h E H, xi h:S(hy) = C; S(h:)hy = l(h)lH. If 
an antipode exists, it is unique. For the theory of (graded) Hopf algebras we further 
refer to [32]. 
Following [18] we now define a gmded Lie group (or Lie supergroup) as a graded 
manifold (G, A) such that the dual coalgebra d(G)’ has the structure of a graded 
Hopf algebra with antipode S and whereby the maps 
d(G)‘@ d(G)’ - d(G)’ (multiplication) 
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and 
S : d(G)’ ----$ d(G)’ 
are smooth, as morphisms of graded coalgebras (in the sense defined at the end of 
Subsection 3.2). If (G,d) is a graded Lie group then G, being the set of group-like 
elements of the Hopf algebra d(G)O, is indeed a group and for each g E G, S(g) = 9-l. 
Moreover, if e denotes the unit element of the group structure on G, one can show 
that the tangent space to the graded manifold (G,d) at e is a Lie superalgebra. The 
following theorem, due to Kostant, characterizes the structure of a graded Lie group. 
Theorem (Kostant [IS]). Let (G,d) be a graded Lie group and put Te(G,d) = g = 
go $81, then G, with its manifold and group structure, is a Lie group with Lie algebra 
go and 
d(G)’ Z RG#U(g), 
where RG denotes the group algebra of G over R, U(g) is the universal enveloping 
algebra of the Lie supemlgebm g and # denotes the smash product with respect to a 
representation of G on g which coincides with the adjoint representation on the identity 
component G, of G. 
In the sequel we will refer to g (= T,(G,d)) as the Lie superalgebra of the Lie 
supergroup (G,d). With its structure as described in the above theorem, d(G)’ is 
a so-called Lie-Hopf algebra. The following two properties concerning the relation 
between graded Lie groups and Lie-Hopf algebras will play a role later on: 
(i) There exists a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of graded Lie 
groups and the set of isomorphism classes of Lie-Hopf algebras (cf. [18, Theorem 3.71). 
(ii) Given a graded Lie group (G, d) with associated Lie-Hopf algebra d(G)‘, there 
is a bijective correspondence between the graded Lie subgroups of (G,d) and the 
Lie-Hopf subalgebras of d(G)’ (cf. [18, Proposition 3.8.31). 
A detailed study of graded Lie groups can be found in Kostant’s paper in which 
also the action of a graded Lie group on a graded manifold, the notion of homogeneous 
graded manifolds, etc. are treated. 
Let (G, A) be a graded Lie group with corresponding Lie superalgebra g = go $ gr 
and Lie-Hopf algebra d(G)’ E RG#U(g). F rom the general theory of graded Lie 
groups it can be inferred that the bundle structure of (G, A) is the trivial vector bundle 
G x g; --) G, whence A is isomorphic to the sheaf of sections of G x A gi -+ G. 
In particular, d(G) E C”(G) @ Asi. C onsider now the cotangent supermanifold 
(T*G,T*d) associated with (G,d). Its bundle structure is given by the trivial bundle 
over T*G with fiber gr $ gi and T*d is isomorphic to the sheaf of sections of the 
corresponding exterior bundle. Since go is the Lie algebra of G and, consequently, 
T*G E G x gz, it follows that the tangent space of (T*G,T*d) at the point (e, 0), 
with e the unit element of G, is given by 
T(,,o)(T*G,T*d) = T(,,o)(T*G) @ (gr @ gi) 
=geg*. 
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On g@g* one can define a Lie superalgebra structure which is induced by the coadjoint 
representation ad* of g on g’. For any v E g and p E g* the element adcp of g* is 
determined by 
(ad&, w) = -(-l)‘“““‘(~, [v, w]) 
for all w E g. Herewith one can put a semidirect product structure on g $ g* with 
super-Lie bracket given by 
[(w>,(‘u)P)] = ([vU,wl,~d~~ - (-1)“+“4,l.l), 
where the bracket [. , -1 on the right-hand side is the super-Lie bracket on g. 
Now it can be deduced that the cotangent supermanifold (T*G,T*A) is itself a 
graded Lie group, with Lie superalgebra g $ g* and Lie-Hopf algebra 
T*A(T*G)’ E RT*G#U(g 63 g”). 
We will call (T*G,T*A) the cotangent Lie supergroup associated with the Lie super- 
group (G, A). 
We now observe that the Lie-Hopf algebra RG#U(g) is a Lie-Hopf subalgebra of 
RT*G#U(g@g*). F rom the above mentioned relations between graded Lie groups and 
Lie-Hopf algebras, it then follows that (G,A) is a graded Lie subgroup of (T*G,T*A). 
Moreover, since G is a closed subgroup of T*G, (G,A) is a closed graded Lie sub- 
group of (T*G,T*A). Following Kostant, one can then define the homogeneous space 
(T*G, T*A)/(G,A) h h w ic is a graded manifold with “body” manifold T*G/G E gz 
and sheaf structure T*A/A for which we obtain here 
T*A/A z I’(/\gr) 
where, as before, I’(/\ gr) denotes the sheaf of sections of gz x A gr - gz. 
Summarizing, we have thus proved the following: 
Proposition. Let (G, A) 6 e a Lie supergroup with Lie superalgebra g = go $gl and let 
(T*G,T*A) be its cotangent Lie supergroup. Then the homogeneous graded manifold 
(T*G, T*A)I(G, A) can be identified with the graded manifold (g& I’(A gl)). 
From the last example of the previous Section we know that (g& I’(/\ gr)) is a 
Poisson supermanifold with the so-called super-Lie-Poisson structure. On the other 
hand we have also seen that a cotangent supermanifold, and thus in particular the 
cotangent Lie supergroup (T*G, T*A), admits a canonical super-Poisson structure. In 
a forthcoming paper we will demonstrate that the projection map from (T*G,T*A) 
onto (T*G, T*A)/(G, A) in d uces a super-Poisson structure on this homogeneous space 
which can be identified with the super-Lie-Poisson structure on (g;, I’(A gr)). This then 
finally yields the following Lie-Poisson reduction theorem for Lie supergroups: 
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Theorem ([7]). The projection map from the cotangent Lie supergroup (T*G, T*d) 
with its canonical structure of Poisson supermanifold, onto the Lie-Poisson super- 
manifold (go*, I’(/\ gl)), homogeneous space of (T*G, T*d) with respect to its closed 
Lie subsupergroup (G,d), is a Poisson map. 
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